foundry4.com

Unlocking the potential of technology

Your digital
transformation partner
With deep industry expertise, we help organisations in highly regulated
sectors harness technology to solve complex challenges.

Data + Cloud Platforms

Intelligent Automation

We help boards build and maintain modern IT

We build and maintain enterprise level automation

operations, and cloud-based platforms for data

platforms whilst educating and upskilling

management

organisations on the future of automation.

Product Engineering
We bring decades of experience in product
management & agile delivery together with
scaled, high-quality software engineering to
deliver precision at pace.
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A foundry for
the digital age
Supporting organisations to deliver

transformative change with precision and pace.

We created Foundry4 by bringing together four established businesses all part of
AIM listed technology services group The Panoply. Combining the research and
insights of tech publication Disruption, the consulting and delivery expertise of
Arthurly (Cloud and Engineering), the automation specialism of Human+ and the
product delivery and build nous of Notbinary (Data, Cloud, and Engineering) to
create a Foundry4 - a foundry for the digital age.
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Rapid problem solving for
organisations facing systemic
technology challenges
Our clients trust us to solve the tough questions

How do I design
my cloud
environment?

How do I address
my security
concerns?

How do I migrate
effectively from
legacy systems?

How do I unlock
the potential
of my data?

How do I
upskill my
workforce?

How do I
automate my
processes?
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Time to reset
Working first hand with organisations across all sectors,
we know that digital transformation has been high on
your agenda for some time. It plays a fundamental role
in improving the products and services you deliver and
creating a better place to work for all employees.
Yet overwhelming pressures on services, legacy
technology and complex organisational structures
have made impactful change difficult to deliver. This
has been brought into sharp focus by the COVID crisis
highlighting the gap between organisations that have
already mastered modern ways of working, and smart

Over recent years organisations have tended to
prioritise easier projects that made small differences,
over hard projects that have the potential to be truly
transformative. The opportunity for recent events to
act as a catalyst to make the hard but transformative
changes must not be missed.
The time is now
Now is the time to take a step back and examine where
and how strategic impact can be made with digital
technology for the long term. We have a once in a

use of data and technology with those that have not.

generation opportunity to genuinely transform our

Many organisations have shown incredible agility

tackle the transformative but hard.

organisations for the 21st century. Now is the time to

and innovative thinking to meet the needs of their
customers and employees during the coronavirus
crisis. Digital technology has been adopted at a pace
never seen before. New business and operating models
have been developed opening up new markets and
opportunities, and leaders have become more aware
than ever of the benefits of digital technology.

With decades of experience helping solve increasingly
complex challenges, organisations partner with us for
strategic direction, efficient delivery, and unflinchingly
demanding quality standards.
With a deep understanding of what it takes to succeed
in the digital economy, we’ll help you deliver the truly
transformative change.
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Expertise
and Value
Large organisations looking to solve their

technology challenges have typically had two
choices. Work with an established traditional
consultancy, monolithic organisations

offering the scale they need but in many

cases providing a large number of junior

consultants billing their time. Alternatively

a niche consultancy with specific expertise

but often lacking the scale to deliver projects
effectively.

Responding to the 21st challenges
organisations are facing today, Foundry4
offers a progressive alternative. This starts
with our world-class talent across strategy
and delivery. Our deep technical expertise
covers all areas of the digital spectrum, from
automation to user centred design, high
quality product engineering teams to agile
coaching, and extensive sector knowledge to
enterprise cloud and data strategy.
We then apply this expertise in a way that
provides unparalleled value. We work with our
clients as trusted partners and colleagues,
but delivering at the scale they require.
We’ve got the seniority and experience to
address the needs of people at all levels of the
organisation, delivering end to end services
with a focus on upskilling teams as we go.
The strong relationships we are able to build
throughout our work are a key factor in helping
people change and adapt.
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What to expect
from Foundry4
Our values are the foundation of everything we do, shaping the way we work with clients, partners and
colleagues. They are what makes the difference at Foundry4. Working with us you can expect:

Agility

Precision

We recognise that each organisation’s challenge is

Foundry4 is made up of highly motivated teams who

unique. Being lean and agile enables us to work flexibly

truly take pride in their craft, led by the involvement and

and at pace, with the right team at the right time,

passion of our entrepreneurial founders. We support

and the capability to scale using our trusted internal

our clients through their entire transformation journey,

network

with an end to end delivery model that leaves no stone
unturned

Clarity

People

Key to unlocking technology is the ability to use natural

Inspiring and motivating people is what we’ve built our

language, share knowledge and create common

business on, creating a generous culture of experts

understanding. We focus on the problem and reduce

that learn and share. Our clients trust us to make the

complexity down to the essence. This enables our

most of their opportunities, upskilling their people on

clients to apply solutions in the most impactful way

the way
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Product
engineering
Our Product Engineering service combines our

wealth of expertise in product management and

agile delivery, with high quality software engineering

use of high-performing teams and disciplined, agile
product delivery.

practices. This uniquely positions us to provide the

Our flexible resourcing model enables us to build the

clients to design the digital products that meet their

whatever their individual circumstances might be. We

most impactful results: we not only work with our
needs, we build them to the highest standards of
software engineering.

right teams of experts, meeting the needs of our clients
place a strong emphasis on transparency, working in
the open to ensure our clients have full oversight of our
work.

When it comes to product engineering, we believe
in building the right thing, well honed through years

This also helps us to practise what we preach,

of delivering products in complex institutional

demonstrating best practice every step of the way and

environments, our end-to-end approach prioritises

working with our clients to upskill their teams, helping

excellence and exceptional value for money. We are

them to sustainably support and run successful digital

able to achieve this at pace and at scale through the

products in the long term.

Exeprienced
product
management and
agile delivery

Scaled, high
quality software
engineering

Product engineering
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Data and Cloud
Data is one of the most powerful tools your

data and cloud technologies, we’ll help you to leverage

organisation can possess.

these benefits for your organisation, no matter what
stage you are at in your technology journey.

Key to understanding customers and operations, data
unlocks organisational insights that are the foundation

By employing native cloud engineering practices, our

for impactful growth.

solutions deliver reliable and cutting edge solutions,
whether it’s evolving monolithic systems or embracing

Today, successful approaches to data go hand in

microservices architecture.

hand with cloud technologies. Making the most of data
therefore involves creating robust strategies, migrating

Thanks to our relationships with major cloud vendors

from legacy systems, and using cloud based analytics

we are able to source the best options for our clients,

to make data-driven decisions.

providing the latest and most cost-effective cloud and
data solutions. All delivered with the strong focus on

At Foundry4, we take a holistic approach to the

compliance, security and governance that modern

technology requirements of our clients, analysing all

organisations require.

aspects of their problem to identify the right cloud and
data strategy for their needs. With proven expertise in
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Intelligent
Automation
At Foundry4 we work with you to realise the benefits of
Intelligent Automation, strategically applying Robotic

Consultancy

Process Automation (RPA), conversational AI and

Whether it’s creating the business case to help you

machine learning to enable your organisation to thrive.

educate your people and secure funding; identifying
and analysing the most suitable processes for

We’ll help you join legacy technology with the new and

automation; or advising on the right technology fit, our

modern, automating business processes for greater

agile methodology means we deliver in a rapid and

efficiencies and cost savings. You’ll harness the power

iterative way.

of artificial intelligence techniques to enhance the
experience of your users, with an approach that puts
people at the heart of the process.

Implementation
Our Accelerated Implementation plan is designed

Our approach is to start small, learn as you go and

to get you up and running and delivering results and

scale quickly. Meaning you get first hand experience

return on investment quickly. It includes process

of the software, your role in making it a success and

analysis, design and build - all with documented

engaging your people on the way.

plans. And supported with an extensive employee
engagement plan.

Agnostic in the technology platform to use, we work
with all of the major providers including Blue Prism,
Blue Prism Cloud, Automation Anywhere and UiPath

Ongoing support

so can help you choose the right technology for your

Through our RPA-as-a-Service model you can access

organisation.

a number of options and levels of ongoing support.
From providing technical support for the software and/

You can choose from one or all of the following

or infrastructure, to acting as your Centre of Excellence,

services:

you can subscribe to the service which suits you.
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Working with The Food Standards Agency (FSA) we completed a 6 month programme of
discoveries across a different domains including incident management and reporting,
allergen reporting, local authority data flows, HR and financial processing, customer
services, and field operations and inspections.

Our approach

We also introduced the FSA to working in the open,

Our teams worked together with the FSA’s business

documenting our findings as we went for anyone to

teams and their Digital, Data & Technology (DDAT)

see. As such, our research and analysis were available

team. Working at multiple sites across the UK, we

for all members of the organisation to view, comment

conducted qualitative interviews with users from

on and challenge. This transparency helps us to get

across the organisation to analyse how the people,

feedback as early as possible, ensuring we deliver the

processes and technology were interacting and how

best results.

this could be improved. At the end of each Discovery,
we assembled assessment panels which helped the
FSA decide whether or not to progress each project to
the next stage.

How we made the difference

At the FSA, we identified that several core services
weren’t meeting users’ needs and were being held
back by underlying legacy technology. Our Discoveries

The FSA had not been as exposed to the GDS Service

set out how this could be addressed in order to free

Standard ways of working due to falling outside of the

data from silos, provide better business intelligence,

GOV.UK remit. We therefore worked with them to help

and deliver services that met the needs of all

set their internal standards and build their capabilities.

stakeholders.

Throughout our Discoveries, DDAT colleagues were
paired up with key members of our team to promote
upskilling and the transfer of knowledge from
Foundry4 to the FSA.

We worked with Kettering General Hospital to find out how IA could provide them with significant time

savings, beginning with the creation of the ‘Covid Sitrep’ process automating the process of submitting
data on Covid-19 related cases to feed into the local and national picture.

Our approach

Making the difference

for NHS organisations to submit a range of daily and

Hospital saved an estimated 4400 employee hours per

weekly data on Covid-19 related cases. For hospitals,

year. This is a ‘salary equivalent saving’ of £153,846, as

this involved reporting – at a set time each day - the

without automation additional staff would have been

COVID status of staff and patients, the general state

required to carry out the work. This demonstrates the

of patient flows and the availability of beds within the

significant benefits of IA in healthcare organisations

hospital.

which are already overstretched.

In order to complete the Sitrep, data had to be

Following the success of this project, Kettering has

collected from Human Resources, the Incident Room

gone on to invest in five further digital workers to

and patient admin systems. Thanks to the creation

automate processes across a range of services,

of this process with Intelligent Automation, the

including support for outpatient services and

digital worker accesses the HR system to report staff

workforce management.

The advent of COVID-19 brought with it a requirement

absences both related and unrelated to COVID-19, as
well as patient data from multiple wards, and sends
this information in the required format to be verified
and submitted to NHS England.

By creating the Sitrep process with IA, Kettering General
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